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a b s t r a c t
Tumor visualization by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and nanoparticle-based contrast agents may
improve the imaging of solid tumors such as hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). In particular, human serum
albumin (HSA) nanoparticles appear to be a suitable carrier due to their safety and feasibility of functionalization. In the present study HSA nanoparticles were conjugated with gadolinium diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (Gd-DTPA) using carbodiimide chemistry. The nanoparticles had a uniform spherical
shape and a diameter of 235 ± 19 nm. For better optical visualization in vitro and in vivo, the HSA-Gd
nanoparticles were additionally labeled with rhodamine 123. As shown by confocal microscopy and ﬂow
cytometry analysis, the ﬂuorescent nanoparticles were readily taken up by Huh-7 hepatocellular carcinoma cells. After 24 h incubation in blood serum, less than 5% of the Gd(III) was released from the particles, which suggests that this nanoparticulate system may be stable in vivo and, therefore, may serve as
potentially safe T1 MRI contrast agent for MRI of hepatocellular carcinoma.
Ó 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Early diagnosis of premalignant and malignant lesions is essential for improving the current poor prognosis of patients with
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), which produces high resolution three-dimensional images
delineating morphological features of the specimen, is an effective
clinical strategy to diagnose solid malignancies such as HCC [1]. To
enhance contrasting between different tissues, contrast agents are
used that shorten the relaxation parameters (T1 and T2) of water.
Among different kinds of contrast agents, the Gd-based contrast
agents are employed in the majority of the cases. The Gd-chelates,
such as Gd-diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (Gd-DTPA), shorten
the longitudinal relaxation time and are thus positive contrast
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agents and are widely used for both vascular imaging and tumor
imaging.
However, the Gd-chelates are rapidly eliminated by renal ﬁltration, resulting in short imaging time and lack of speciﬁcity to target
organs. To overcome these drawbacks, contrast agents prepared by
nanotechnology have been studied for many years and showed
favorable potential in tumor diagnosis. Thus, polymeric Gd complexes based on dextrans, polylysine derivatives, or dendrimers
as well as Gd chelate grafted latex nanoparticles, liposomes, and
micelles have been successfully employed [2–4]. Nanoparticlebased contrast agents can be functionalized to enable speciﬁc targeting of tumors, including HCC. Thus, Liu et al. reported the use of
anti-vascular endothelial growth factor receptor antibody and GdDTPA-conjugated NPs for the visualization of HCC in MRI of H22
hepatoma xenografted nude mice [5].
Among the various macromolecular carriers, albumin appears
to be particularly advantageous, as it is stable, biodegradable,
non-toxic, non-immunogenic, and can be readily modiﬁed with ligands due to the presence of numerous and variable functional
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groups. Previously, it has been reported that human serum albumin (HSA) nanoparticles with attached apolipoprotein E can be
used to deliver drugs across the blood–brain barrier (BBB) [6–8].
In addition, HSA NPs conjugated with Gd-DTPA and coupled with
transferrin or folic acid as targeting moieties appear to be potential
contrast agents for the brain, as well as other organs (i.e. heart,
liver, and skeletal muscles) [9,10].
Gd-DTPA is one of the most extensively used contrast agents for
MRI due to its strong paramagnetic properties. However, its short
half-life in blood and the lack of speciﬁcity of low-molecularweight contrast agents like Gd-DTPA for target organs limit its
usability [11,12]. For this reason, Gd-DTPA-conjugated nanoparticles were developed as a potential MRI contrast agent for molecular diagnosis and in vivo imaging. It is well known that Gd-DTPA
linked to macromolecules, for example, Gd-labeled albumin
(GalbuminÒ, BioPal Inc., USA) and polylysine dendrimer with
Gd-DOTA complexes (Gadomer-17) enabled higher contrast levels
over a longer time period [13,14]. In the present study, Gd-DTPA
conjugated HSA nanoparticles (HSA-Gd-Rho) were evaluated
regarding their performance to deliver this contrast agent to HCC
cells. Additionally, the covalent attachment of DTPA to HSA in
solution and subsequent nanoparticle formation was compared to
nanoparticles where the DTPA was attached after their formation
regarding their ability to chelate Gd3+. Furthermore, a ﬂuorescent
label was added to enable tracking of the nanoparticles in tissues.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
Human serum albumin (HSA, fraction V, purity 96–99%, batch
028K7550, 65,000 Da) was obtained from Sigma. Diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid dianhydride (DTPAa) and GdCl3, glutaraldehyde, rhodamine 123, and 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)
carbodiimide (EDC) were purchased from Sigma (Steinheim, Germany). Other chemicals were of analytical grade, commercially
available, and used as received. Human blood plasma and serum
were obtained from the local German blood bank (DRK Blutspendedienst, Frankfurt am Main, Germany).
2.2. Cell culture
The Huh-7 hepatocellular carcinoma cell line originating from
human liver epithelial cells was used in this study [15]. The Huh7 cells were cultured in DMEM medium supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum (FBS), streptomycin at 100 mg/ml and penicillin
at 100 U/ml. All cells were cultured at 37 °C in a humidiﬁed atmosphere containing 5% CO2. The cells were trypsinized, resuspended,
and precultured before use.
2.3. Preparation of nanoparticles
2.3.1. Preparation of HSA nanoparticles
The HSA nanoparticles were prepared by a desolvation process
[16,17]. Brieﬂy, 100 mg HSA (0.0015 mmol) was dissolved in 1.0 ml
of 10 mM sodium chloride solution, the pH of the solution was adjusted to 8.4, and then this solution was ﬁltered through a 0.22 lm
ﬁltration unit. The nanoparticles were formed by desolvation using
continuous addition of ethanol (4.0 ml at the rate of 1 ml/min) under constant stirring at room temperature. After desolvation,
59.74 mg of glutaraldehyde (0.5968 mmol, 58.8 ll of 8% aqueous
glutaraldehyde solution) was added to achieve cross-linking of
the particles. This amount of glutaraldehyde corresponds to 100%
of the theoretic micromolar amount required for the quantitative
cross-linking of the 59 primary amino groups in micromolar
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amounts of HSA [18,19]. To investigate the inﬂuence of the amount
of glutaraldehyde, the cross-linking was performed also using the
2-fold molar excess (200%) of glutaraldehyde (119.38 mg or
1.926 mmol, 117.5 ll of 8% aqueous glutaraldehyde solution).
The resulting particles were puriﬁed by three cycles of differential
centrifugation (16,100 g, 10 min) and redispersed to the original
volume in water.
2.3.2. HSA nanoparticles modiﬁed with covalently attached Gd-DTPA
[HSA-(Gd-DTPA)]
The HSA-(Gd-DTPA) nanoparticles were prepared according to
the method described previously [20]. Brieﬂy, 5 mg DTPAa
(0.0140 mmol) was added to 100 mg of HSA (1 ml of 100 mg/ml
solution), the pH was adjusted to 9, and the mixture was incubated
at room temperature for 3 h under constant shaking at 600 rpm.
The DTPA-conjugated HSA was dialyzed for 24 h, and 0.5 mg of
GdCl3 (0.0019 mmol) was then added and immediately chelated
to form a stable compound. Then HSA-Gd-DTPA was desolvated
with ethanol to form the HSA-Gd-DTPA nanoparticles that were
subsequently cross-linked with 100% and 200% amounts of glutaraldehyde, as described above.
Alternatively, the HSA-Gd-DTPA NPs were prepared by covalent
binding of DTPA to the previously formed HSA nanoparticles [5].
5 mg of DTPAa (0.0140 mmol) was added to 1 ml of the HSA NP
suspension (100 mg HSA in 1 ml of phosphate buffer, pH 8), the
pH was adjusted to 9, and then the suspension was incubated at
room temperature for 3 h under constant shaking. To separate
the unbound DTPAa, the DTPA-conjugated HSA NP was puriﬁed
by four cycles of differential centrifugation (16,100 g, 10 min)
and redispersion in 1.0 ml of water. Then 0.5 mg of GdCl3
(0.0019 mmol) was added to the HSA-DTPA suspension. The mixture was incubated at 21 °C for 30 min under constant shaking.
Then the HSA-(Gd-DTPA) nanoparticles were subjected to dialysis
against deionized water to remove excess of Gd3+. The arsenazo
test was used to conﬁrm the absence of free Gd(III) in the nanoparticle suspension [21].
2.3.3. Fluorescently labeled HSA-(Gd-DTPA) nanoparticles
The freshly prepared solution of 1 mg EDC (0.0052 mmol) in
0.1 ml phosphate buffer (pH 8) was added into the HSA-Gd-DTPA
nanoparticle suspension, and the mixture was incubated for
15 min under constant shaking. Then 50 lg of rhodamine 123
(0.1313 lmol) was added to the activated nanoparticles, and the
suspension was incubated at room temperature for 3 h under constant shaking and puriﬁed by three cycles of differential centrifugation (16,100 g, 10 min) and redispersion in 1.0 ml of water to
obtain the rhodamine 123-labeled HSA-Gd(DTPA) nanoparticles
(HSA-Gd-Rho).
2.4. Characterization of nanoparticles
The resulting nanoparticles were characterized using a Zetasizer 3000 (Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, UK): mean diameter
and polydispersity were measured by photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS); the zeta-potential was assessed using Laser Doppler
micro-electrophoresis in a palladium electrode dip cell. For size
measurements the samples were diluted 1:50 with puriﬁed water;
the scattering angle was 173°; and the temperature was set to
25 °C. All measurements were repeated 3 times.
The encapsulation efﬁciency and loading of rhodamine 123 was
evaluated indirectly by measuring the amount of unbound rhodamine in the supernatant after separation of the particles by centrifugation. The concentration of rhodamine 123 was measured
spectrophotometrically at 503 nm. The relative encapsulation efﬁciency (EE) and loading (L) of rhodamine were calculated as
follows:
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% EE ¼ ðWt=WiÞ  100;
where Wt is the total amount of rhodamine 123 in NP and Wi is the
total quantity of rhodamine 123 added initially during preparation;

% L ¼ ðWt=WnpÞ  100;
where Wt is the total amount of rhodamine 123 in nanoparticles
and Wnp is the total amount of NP.
The Gd(III) content was determined by total reﬂection X-ray
ﬂuorescence (TXRF) (S2 Picofox, Bruker, Germany) [22,23]. The
NP content in the suspension was determined by gravimetry
[24]. The morphology of the nanoparticles was examined by transmission electronic microscopy (TEM) (JEM-1200EX, Japan). The
samples were prepared by placing a drop of NPs suspension onto
a copper grid. Then the grids were air-dried, and the particles were
stained with 3% aqueous solution of uranyl acetate for contrast
enhancement. The air-dried samples were then directly examined
by TEM (JEM-1200EX, Japan).
2.5. Particle stability
To evaluate the protein adsorption to the particle surface, the
HSA-Gd-Rho nanoparticle suspension was incubated in phosphate
buffer (pH 7.4) containing 0%, 5% or 10% of blood plasma for 1, 2, 4,
and 24 h at 37 °C under constant shaking. At each time point, the
samples were collected to measure the particle size by photon
correlation spectroscopy. The HSA-Gd-Rho NPs incubated in PBS
for the same period of time was used as control. The Gd(III) concentration in the particle suspension was also analyzed both, before and after incubation in 10% serum, as above described. For
the evaluation of the size and zeta-potential of the nanoparticles
at different pHs, the HSA and HSA-Gd-Rho nanoparticles were
dispersed in Milli-Q water; the pH of the medium was maintained
in the range between 3 and 9 by multipurpose titrator (MPT 1,
Malvern, GB).
2.6. In vitro release of rhodamine 123
About 1 mg of nanoparticles was dispersed in 0.5 ml of PBS buffer pH 7.4 and placed inside dialysis bags (10 kDa molecular weight
cut-off, Pierce). Each dialysis bag was then placed in 9.5 ml of the
buffer and incubated at 37 °C under stirring. At predetermined
time intervals, the samples (1.0 ml) were sampled from the media
outside of the dialysis bag and replaced with fresh buffer. The
amount of rhodamine 123 was determined by ﬂuorimetric detection (kex 485 nm, kem 529 nm, Fluostar Galaxy, BMG Labtech,
Germany) [25].
2.7. Cellular uptake evaluation
Cellular uptake of the nanoparticles into the Huh-7 cells was
evaluated using ﬂow cytometry. The cells were seeded in 12-well
plates (Costar, IL, USA) at a cell density of 3  105 cells per well
and left to attach for 24 h. After cultivation, the samples containing
80, 400, and 800 lg/ml of HSA-Gd-Rho nanoparticles were added,
and the cells were further incubated for 24 h in fresh culture media. The cells grown in the absence of the nanoparticles were used as
control. Flow cytometry was performed on a FACS Calibur (Becton
Dickinson Inc., USA).
2.8. Intracellular localization of nanoparticles
For imaging of cellular uptake, the Huh-7 cells were cultivated
at the density of 2  104 cells per well in a LabTek chambered
coverglass system (Nalge Nunc International, Denmark) and
allowed to attach for 24 h. The HSA-Gd-Rho nanoparticles were

added at a concentration of 80 lg/ml. After incubation for different
times, the cells were washed three times and then ﬁxed using a 4%
aqueous paraformaldehyde solution for 10 min at room temperature. The early endosomal marker, rabbit polyclonal anti-EEA1
antibody (AbcamÒ, USA) was used as the ﬁrst antibody and goat
anti-rabbit IgG H&L (Chromeo™ 488) (AbcamÒ, USA) as the secondary antibody added to stain early endolysosomes of cells
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Nuclei were stained
using Hoechst 33342 (Sigma–Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Germany).
The stained cells were then observed by confocal laser scanning
microscopy (Olympus, FV1000, Japan).
2.9. In vitro evaluation of paramagnetic properties of nanoparticles
using MRI
To observe the paramagnetic properties of HSA-Gd-Rho NP, an
in vitro MRI was carried out using the box analysis to compare
the contrast achieved with the nanoparticle suspension with that
of MagnevistÒ (Gd-DTPA complex with meglumine) solution at different concentrations [26]. Additionally, the paramagnetic properties of the HSA-Gd-Rho nanoparticles incubated in serum at 37 °C
for 1 h were measured to evaluate the stability of Gd(III) chelation.
MR imaging was performed on 3.0-T scanner (Siemens Magnetom
Trio, Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). The measurement conditions were T1-weighted 3D gradient echo sequences (fast low-angle shot) with the following parameters:
TE = 3.31 ms, TR = 8.67 ms, ﬁeld of view = 100  78 mm, matrix
acquisition = 640  480, slice thickness = 0.3 mm, ﬂip angle = 16°,
fat suppression = fat saturated, and bandwidth = 180 Hz/Px.
2.10. In vivo MR imaging
MRI contrast enhancement by HSA-Gd-Rho NP was investigated
in the TGFa/c-myc-driven HCC mouse model of HCC [15]. The MR
imaging of the endogenously formed HCC foci in the liver was carried out when the tumors reached 0.5–1.0 cm in diameter after
about 20–35 weeks. The imaging parameters for in vivo MRI were
identical to those of in vitro MRI performed on 3.0-T scanner
(Siemens Magnetom Trio). The mice (weight 25–30 g, n = 3) were
anesthetized by administration of ketamine [70 mg/kg body weight (b. w.)] and xylazine (70 mg/kg b. w.) via intraperitoneal
injection. An imaging was obtained at baseline (before injection)
and after intravenous injection dose of 0.01 mmol Gd/kg body
weight.
The animal study was performed in accordance with the
German Guidelines for Animal Experiments under the standard
protocol and authorized by the State of Hessen animal care
committee (F34/07).
2.11. In vitro cytotoxicity
The cell viability was evaluated by the standard MTT assay [15].
The Huh-7 cells were placed into a 96-well plate at a density of
5  104 cells/ml. After 24 h of pre-incubation, the cells were further incubated for 24, 48, and 72 h in fresh culture media containing plain HSA NPs or HSA-Gd-Rho NPs at three concentration
levels: 80, 160, and 500 lg/ml. The cells were then washed twice
with PBS to remove excess particles. The cells incubated in the absence of the nanoparticles were used as control. Subsequently, a
MTT solution (5 mg/ml, 10 ll/well) and supplemented culture
media (100 ll/well) were added followed by further incubation
for 2 h. The supernatant was aspirated, and then the MTT lysis
solution was added into each well. The absorbance of cell suspension was determined at 529 nm by a microplate reader (Model 680,
Bio-Rad, USA). The percentage of viable cells was calculated by
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comparing absorbance of treated cells against the untreated cells
(controls). Each experiment was repeated three times.
2.12. Statistical analysis
Data were reported as mean ± S.D. determined by at least three
independent experiments. The statistical analysis of samples was
performed using SigmaPlot 11.0 (Systat Software, San Jose, USA)
by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using Student–
Newman–Keuls test. The differences were considered to be
statistically signiﬁcant at  p < 0.01 and  p < 0.05.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Nanoparticle preparation
Human serum albumin (HSA) nanoparticles were prepared by
desolvation and stabilized by cross-linking with glutaraldehyde.
As shown by photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS), the empty
nanoparticles had average diameters of 170 nm. The diameters
of the modiﬁed nanoparticles were higher and varied within the
range of 211–235 nm (Table 1 and Fig. 1). As shown by the low polydispersity indices (PDI) of <0.10, all nanoparticle preparations had a
narrow size distribution, which correlated with TEM (Fig. 1). The dynamic light scattering (DLS) determines the hydrodynamic diameter
of nanoparticles taking into account the hydrodynamic layer
whereas TEM shows the diameter of the dried particles which also
may be smaller due to shrinking. The zeta-potential of all particles
was in the range of 30 to 45 mV, which was in accordance with
the results of a previous study by Ulbrich et al. [27]. The nanoparticles prepared using different amounts of glutaraldehyde (100% or
200%) exhibited similar physicochemical parameters (i.e. mean
diameters, size distribution, and zeta-potential); however, the
amount of this crosslinking agent appeared to be important for
effective loading of the particles with Gd-DTPA (see below).
For the modiﬁcation of the nanoparticles with gadolinium, the
complexone – diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA) – was
bound to the particles via the interaction of its anhydride with
amino groups of HSA either before or after the particle formation.
Subsequently, the DTPA-modiﬁed nanoparticles were incubated in
the GdCl3 solution, which led to chelation of Gd3+ ions by DTPA-ligands on the nanoparticle surface.
As shown by the previous study [27], the HSA nanoparticles
modiﬁed with Gd-DTPA may serve as a platform for the development of MRI contrast agents with enhanced selectivity. Thus these
particles vectorized with folic acid [26] or transferrin [9] appeared
to be promising contrast enhancement agents for the brain tumors.
These nanoparticulate agents are also potentially useful for many

Fig. 1. TEM images of unmodiﬁed HSA NPs (a) and HSA-Gd-Rho NPs prepared by
using Gd-DTPA attached after NP formation (b).

other malignancies exhibiting an elevated expression of the folate
or transferrin receptors. Moreover, HSA-(Gd-DTPA) was shown to
improve the MRI imaging of the muscle ﬁber degeneration and enabled functional evaluation of tumor physiology [26,28].
The Gd(III) content in the nanoparticles was determined by total reﬂection X-ray ﬂuorescence (TXRF). The limit of Gd detection
in water using this method is approximately 8 lg/l. This is in the
range of inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy
(ICP-OES) (5 lg/l) [29]. Additionally, the binding of the Gd(III)
complex to HSA was conﬁrmed by a colorimetric assay based on
the complexometric indicator arsenazo (III) that is suitable for
the detection of both, chelated and non-chelated Gd(III) [21]. The
detection limit of this colorimetric assay is 0.2 lg/ml [30].
For the removal of free Gd ions, the HSA-(Gd-DTPA) NPs were
thoroughly washed by dialysis. As shown by TXRF, the Gd3+ concentration in the dialysis solution from the ﬁnal cycle was below
the detection limit of the TXRF assay. This puriﬁcation procedure
and the evaluation of complete elimination of free Gd3+ from the
nanoparticle suspension were necessary because of the high toxicity of free Gd3+.

Table 1
Physicochemical parameters of modiﬁed HSA NP (measurements performed in distilled water, n = 3).

a
b

Nanoparticle type

Particle size
(nm)

Polydispersity

Zeta-potential
(mV)

Particle content
(mg/ml)

Concentration
of Gd (mg/l)

mg Gd per g
NP

HSA NP (100% glutaraldehyde)
HSA NP (200% glutaraldehyde)
HSA-(Gd-DTPA) (100% glutaraldehyde)a
HSA-(Gd-DTPA) (200% glutaraldehyde)a
HSA-(Gd-DTPA) (100% glutaraldehyde)b
HSA-(Gd-DTPA) (200% glutaraldehyde)b
HSA-(Gd-DTPA)-Rho (100% glutaraldehyde)a
HSA-(Gd-DTPA)-Rho (200% glutaraldehyde)a
HSA-(Gd-DTPA)-Rho (100% glutaraldehyde)b
HSA-(Gd-DTPA)-Rho (200% glutaraldehyde)b

173 ± 6
171 ± 5
211 ± 14
222 ± 4
226 ± 14
234 ± 8
221 ± 19
212 ± 6
233 ± 8
235 ± 18

0.061 ± 0.010
0.062 ± 0.026
0.034 ± 0.014
0.060 ± 0.048
0.053 ± 0.020
0.036 ± 0.048
0.028 ± 0.012
0.043 ± 0.014
0.082 ± 0.028
0.064 ± 0.050

44 ± 5
37 ± 4
39 ± 6
43 ± 10
41 ± 2
43 ± 15
40 ± 4
32 ± 3
40 ± 6
37 ± 6

18.4 ± 0.9
19.0 ± 1.1
17.8 ± 1.3
17.7 ± 0.3
17.3 ± 0.8
17.7 ± 2.0
16.9 ± 0.6
17.8 ± 0.7
18.2 ± 1.6
17.3 ± 0.7

–
–
83.5 ± 13.0
108.0 ± 14.5
100.7 ± 1.0
149.6 ± 12.2
81.3 ± 2.8
113.2 ± 7.6
102.2 ± 10.5
145.4 ± 5.3

–
–
4.7 ± 1.0
6.1 ± 0.8
5.8 ± 0.3
8.5 ± 1.2
4.8 ± 0.2
6.3 ± 0.2
5.7 ± 1.0
8.4 ± 0.7

Gd-DTPA covalently attached before NP formation.
Gd-DTPA covalently attached after NP formation.
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As shown in Table 1, similar physicochemical parameters were
observed for all particles. The Gd(III) content after addition of the
Gd3+ was slightly higher in the nanoparticles conjugated with
DTPA after their formation and cross-linking as compared to those
formed by coupling of the DTPA to HSA before nanoparticle formation: 5.8–8.5 mg/g HSA vs. 4.7–6.1 mg/g HSA (Fig. 2 and Table 1). It
is possible that binding of DTPA to the preformed nanoparticles led
to a higher amount of the Gd-DTPA ligands on the nanoparticle
surface, which enabled a better access of Gd to water and, consequently, a higher relaxivity of the system in comparison with the
procedure where previous coupling of DTPA to HSA could restrict
its chelating ability due to steric hindrance [31]. Additionally, a statistically signiﬁcant increase in the Gd(III) content in the nanoparticles was achieved by increasing the amount of glutaraldehyde
from 100% to 200%. The difference was most pronounced in the
case of the nanoparticles modiﬁed with DTPA after their formation
(5.8 mg/g HSA vs. 8.5 mg/g HSA, p < 0.01). However, the concentration of glutaraldehyde did not exert any inﬂuence on the nanoparticle size or zeta-potential. The size of the loaded particles was
slightly higher (220 nm vs. 170 nm) maintaining the low polydispersity index (PDI < 0.1).
For visualization in vitro and in vivo, the nanoparticles were labeled with the ﬂuorescent dye rhodamine 123. Rhodamine 123
was bound to the HSA-(Gd-DTPA) NPs by covalent bonding using
water-soluble carbodiimide (EDC). The rhodamine encapsulation
efﬁciency (EE) was 95.1 ± 0.4%, and the loading capacity of rhodamine was 0.8 ± 0.1% mg/g HSA-(Gd-DTPA) NPs. The physicochemical parameters of the HSA-Gd-Rho nanoparticles were not altered
by this modiﬁcation (Table 1).
3.2. Nanoparticle stability
Stability of the dual-labeled nanoparticles in blood serum is an
important requirement since they are intended for the intravenous
administration and must carry the contrast and ﬂuorescent labels
to the target organ, i.e. these labels must be retained by the nanoparticles during their circulation. Moreover, the change in size and
surface charge due to the interaction of the particles with blood
proteins may inﬂuence their interactions with the cells and alter
the biodistribution proﬁle [32].
In this study the stability of the HSA-Gd-Rho NPs in plasma in
terms of their size distribution was monitored using PCS during
an incubation period of 24 h. As shown in Fig. 3, the size and

Fig. 2. Amount of Gd in mg per g of HSA (mean ± S.D.; n = 3). HSA-(Gd-DTPA) NPs
were prepared by conjugation of Gd-DTPA to HSA: (1) before NP formation and (2)
after NP formation. The concentration of Gd attached to HSA NPs was analyzed by
TXRF. One way ANOVA’s test:  p < 0.01 and  p < 0.05, signiﬁcant differences
between Gd-DTPA attached before NP formation and after NP formation for 100%
and 200% glutaraldehyde.

zeta-potential of the NPs incubated in the presence of 5% plasma
proteins remained nearly unchanged, whereas in the presence of
10% plasma proteins the size increased only slightly from
256 ± 4 nm to 268 ± 4 nm after 24 h incubation. There also was
no statistically signiﬁcant change (p > 0.05) in particle size as well
as in zeta-potential of the particles after their incubation for 1 h
and 24 h in 5–10% plasma protein solution. This result suggested
that the amount of plasma proteins adsorbed to the NPs was low.
Moreover, as shown by the TXRF assay, the nanoparticles could
well retain the Gd(III) during 1 h of incubation in blood serum: the
concentrations of Gd in HSA-Gd-Rho before and after incubation
for 1 h were 146.1 ± 8.4 mg/l and 139.4 ± 2.5 mg/l, respectively.
Therefore, after incubation of the NPs in human serum
95.5 ± 3.8% of Gd was retained by the nanoparticles, indicating
the stability of the system in blood which is a pre-requisite for
its safety since the toxicity of the Gd-based contrast agents is associated with the in vivo release of free Gd3+ ions [33,34].
The effect of pH on the physicochemical parameters of the
nanoparticles is shown in Fig. 4. Size and polydispersity indices
were similar at low (pH 3–4) and high pH > 6. As shown in
Fig. 4a, the particle size in the suspension determined by PCS varied drastically only in the pH range between 4 and 6 for both types
of NPs indicating nanoparticle agglomeration. The zeta-potential
and polydispersity of both types of NPs explained the reason behind this observation (Fig. 4b and c). The isoelectric points (pI) of
HSA and HSA-Gd-Rho NPs were found to be 4.88 and 5.15, respectively. Agglomeration and considerable ﬂocculation occurred near
the pI where the zeta-potential was close to zero (Fig. 4). At pH
higher than the pI, the hydrated surface of NPs was negatively
charged due to exposure of the negatively hydroxyl groups,
whereas at pH < pI more H+ ions were generated imparting the positive charge to the particles. In the classical Derjaguin–Landau–
Verwey–Overbeek (DLVO) theory, the agglomeration of nanoparticles is inﬂuenced by the interaction of an electrical double layer
surrounding each nanoparticle (repulsive electrostatic force) and
the attractive van der Walls force [35–37]. The higher the particle
surface charge (zeta-potential), the greater is the electrostatic
repulsive force, suppressing the agglomeration and subsequently
decreasing the hydrodynamic size. Accordingly, the particle size always decreased in parallel with the growth of the surface charge
(Fig. 4a). As shown in this set of the experiments, at neutral pH
the nanoparticles had a size of 200 nm and a relatively low polydispersity with no tendency to aggregation, which could be an
indication of their stability in the bloodstream.

Fig. 3. Mean diameters and zeta-potentials of HSA-Gd-Rho nanoparticles after
incubation in blood plasma at 37 °C. HSA-Gd-Rho NPs were prepared by attachment
of Gd-DTPA after NP formation.
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Fig. 5. Kinetics of rhodamine 123 release from HSA-Gd-Rho nanoparticles in PBS
(pH 7.4, 37 °C) at different concentrations of nanoparticles. Data are presented as
mean ± SD from 3 independent samples for each concentration. Standard deviations
were less than 0.05 in all cases.

Fig. 4. Physicochemical parameters of empty HSA nanoparticles (HSA) and HSA
nanoparticles modiﬁed with Gd-DTPA and rhodamine 123 by attachment of
rhodamine 123 and Gd-DTPA after formation of HSA NPs (HSA-Gd-Rho NPs) at
different pHs (37 °C).

3.3. In vitro release of rhodamine 123
The in vitro study of rhodamine 123 release from the particles
was performed under simulated physiological conditions (PBS,
pH 7.4, 37 °C). As shown in Fig. 5, only <1% of rhodamine was released over time, which was due to the stable covalent bonding
of the dye to the nanoparticle core. Speciﬁcally, a release of only
about 0.4–0.6% was observed within the ﬁrst 4 h, and this amount
did not considerably increase during the 24-h period. There was no
considerable difference between the release proﬁles at the NP concentrations of 100–1000 lg/ml. Due to the negligible leakage of the
dye, the NP could be successfully used for the in vitro experiments,
ensuring that the detected ﬂuorescence was associated with the
presence of the particles rather than with free dye.
3.4. Cellular uptake and subcellular localization study
HCC is known to be associated with overexpression of P-glycoprotein (P-gp) [38]; therefore, it was important for the purpose of
this study to evaluate the ability of the nanoparticles to overcome
the P-gp and deliver the P-gp substrate into the hepatoma cells.
Being a P-gp substrate, rhodamine 123 is often used as a marker
of the P-glycoprotein-related efﬂux of the substances from the cells
[39,40].

Fig. 6. (a) Cellular uptake of rhodamine 123 in free form (Rho) or bound to HSA
nanoparticles conjugated with Gd-DTPA (HSA-Gd-Rho NPs) by Huh-7 cells after 1 h
and 24 h of incubation with different NP concentrations (100 lg/ml and 400 lg/ml)
at 37 °C (mean ± SD; n = 3). The mean ﬂuorescence intensity was measured using a
FACSCalibur showing that the uptake of HSA-Gd-Rho NPs can be distinguished by
ﬂuorescence of rhodamine 123 in comparison to rhodamine 123 in free form. (b)
Representative ﬂow cytometry histograms of HSA-Gd-Rho NP uptake by Huh-7
cells after 1 h and 24 h of incubation at different NP concentrations (100 lg/ml and
400 lg/ml) at 37 °C. The x-axis shows the ﬂuorescence intensity measured in a
logarithmic scale and the y-axis shows the number of collected cells.

In the present study, the uptake of the HSA-Gd-Rho nanoparticles by the Huh-7 cells was evaluated by ﬂow cytometry. The cell
uptake of HSA-Gd-Rho by Huh-7 considerably increased in parallel
with the increasing incubation time and nanoparticle concentration (Fig. 6). After 1-h incubation the uptake of the HSA-Gd-Rho
(100 lg/ml) reached approximately 70%. After 24-h incubation
the uptake increased to >90% for both NP concentrations (100 lg/
ml and 400 lg/ml). In contrast, the uptake of free rhodamine 123
by the cells was less than 6% at the concentrations of up to
400 lg/ml, providing the evidence of the P-gp-related efﬂux of this
molecule from the Huh-7 cells. Previous studies have shown that a
primary pathway of the nanoparticle uptake by the Huh-7 cells is
clathrin-mediated endocytosis [41,42], thereby the HSA-Gd-Rho
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NPs could avoid the P-gp thus enabling the enhanced cellular accumulation of rhodamine 123. Alternatively, since the hepatoma cells
are known to overexpress Caveolin-1, the uptake of the nanoparticles may occur via caveolae-mediated endocytosis [43].
The internalization of HSA-Gd-Rho NPs indicated that rhodamine 123 encapsulated in NPs was taken up into the cells since a
higher ﬂuorescence intensity observed in the cells.
In addition, the internalization of the NPs was visualized by
CLSM (Fig. 7). The ﬂuorescent labeling experiments were performed using a primary Ab, rabbit anti-mouse EEA1, and a secondary Ab, Chromeo™ 642-labeled goat anti-mouse IgG (AbcamÒ) for
endosome labeling. The cell nuclei were labeled by Hoechst 33342
staining. The intracellular localization of the NPs was observed at
different time points. After 30 min of incubation, the rhodamine
123-labeled NPs were slightly visible as red ﬂuorescent spots. After
2 h and 4 h of incubation, the NPs were increasingly localized in
cytoplasm. After 16 h the colocalization of both ﬂuorescent dyes
was clearly observed as bright pink ﬂuorescence throughout the
cell compartments demonstrating that the NPs were localized in
the endosomes following their internalization. The intracellular
localization of NPs that were colocalized with the endosome was
increasing with time. The NPs trapped in the endosomal compartments mainly were observable in the perinuclear region but not
within the major region of the endosome, which might contribute
to delayed degradation of the nanoparticle in lysosomes.

3.5. Evaluation of MR properties in vitro
To investigate the potential of HSA-Gd-Rho NPs as an MRI contrast agent, T1-weighted MRI of these nanoparticles was obtained
in a clinical 3.0 T MRI scanner at 25 °C. The semi-quantitative evaluation of the contrast enhancement was performed for the suspensions of the Gd-loaded nanoparticles with known concentrations of
Gd(III) (phantom analysis). Gd-DTPA aqueous solutions containing
different concentrations were used as a visual analogous scale. As
shown in Fig. 8a, the signal enhancement of Gd(III) incorporated
into the HSA-Gd-Rho nanoparticles ([Gd] = 146.1 ± 8.4 mg/l) was
similar to the contrast achieved by the Gd-DTPA solution of the
same concentration, whereas unmodiﬁed nanoparticles exhibited
no signal.
Incubation of HSA-Gd-Rho NPs ([Gd] = 139.4 ± 2.5 mg/l) in serum did not inﬂuence the signal intensity, which is in agreement
with the in vitro data regarding the stability of Gd binding to the
nanoparticles during their incubation in serum. It is noteworthy
that binding of Gd-DTPA to the nanoparticles did not limit the gadolinium access to nearby water molecules.
It is well known that Gd contrast agents exhibit their contrast
potency by increasing the relaxation rate of protons in the water
molecules nearby. The rapid exchange and rotational movements
due to Brownian motion of coordinated water molecules
generate MRI contrast [44]. It was reported that Gd loaded onto

Fig. 7. Confocal laser scanning microscopy images of Huh-7 cells after incubation with HSA-Gd-Rho NPs showing the internalization and uptake of nanoparticles. Each
column shows ﬂuorescence pictures taken from untreated cells (a), cells after incubation with HSA-Gd-Rho NPs (80 lg/ml) for 0.5 h (b), 2 h (c), 4 h (d), and 16 h (e),
respectively. The ﬂuorescence intensity and cell images were obtained using three channels: blue for cell nuclei (row 1), red for ﬂuorescence from rhodamine 123 (row 2), far
red (white) for endosomes (row 3), and merged channels (row 4). Endosomes (white) were stained with rabbit polyclonal anti-EEA1 antibody, and cell nuclei (blue) were
stained with Hoechst 33342. Scale bar = 10 lm.
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Fig. 8. (a) MRI phantom images (3.0 T MRI scanner). Upper row: aqueous Gd-DTPA solutions of different concentrations. Lower row: aqueous suspensions of HSA NPs without
Gd(III) (a), HSA-Gd-Rho before (b), and after (c) incubation in blood serum. All concentrations are shown as concentrations of Gd(III), mg/l. (b) Coronal MR images of mice
bearing tumors before and after intravenous injection of HSA-Gd-Rho NPs at time point indicated at a dose of 0.01 mmol Gd/kg. The signal enhancement was observed at
15 min and 3 h after injection as a corresponding hyperintense region. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

nanoparticles exhibited higher proton relaxivity than paramagnetic Gd itself in the same environments [45]. Obviously, Gd
chelate molecules bound to macromolecular conjugates possess a
reduced molecular mobility leading to the enhancement of proton
relaxivity. The larger nanoparticle carriers could have even higher
relaxivity as a result of larger sizes and surface area of particles
that can reduce rotational motion. Accordingly, several studies
demonstrated that the relaxivity of Gd was enhanced markedly
when the Gd-DTPA was linked to polymeric nanoparticles. The
relaxivity of the particles increased in parallel with their size.
The longitudinal relaxivity values (r1) of the chitosan nanoparticles
modiﬁed with lectin–DTPA-Gd conjugate (Gd concentration was
1170.0  106 mol/l) were 1.47  105 1/Ms and 2.83  108 1/Ms
for the 75-nm and 250-nm particles, respectively. The relaxivity
values of Gd-DTPA measured by the same method were considerably lower; r1 = 4,623 1/Ms, r2 = 5,786 1/Ms [46].
The high-relaxivity values r1 and r2 were also observed for Gd
chelates incorporated into PLGA nanoparticles with mean particle
sizes of 150–200 nm [1].

(p < 0.05) which was due to a better retention of the particles in
comparison with small-molecule contrast media [47,48]. Contrast
enhancement in other organs was only marginal.
Similar results were obtained with other macromolecular carriers of Gd(III) [41,42] or Gd-loaded nanoparticles. Thus, the intravenously injected PLA–PEG nanoparticles modiﬁed by covalently
bound Gd displayed the highest signal intensity in the liver at
2 h, and the enhanced contrast remained in the range of approximately 20–40% for 4.5 h [11]. In contrast, after injection of MagnevistÒ the signal intensity in the liver was enhanced very quickly,
reaching the maximum within 6 min and then was rapidly declining as a result of the elimination of Gd-DTPA by renal clearance
[49]. Macromolecular materials based on proteins with molecular
weight higher than 45 kDa are not excreted by renal glomerular ﬁltration gradually, therefore they prolong the retention of Gd(III)
ions in the body [50]. The effective contrast enhancement of Gd(III)
accumulating in the liver was considerably high compared to other
organs [51]. The high liver uptake was caused by the interaction of
the macromolecular material with the Kupffer cells of the liver.
This in turn is particularly useful for the detection of HCC.

3.6. In vivo MRI of nanoparticle delivery
3.7. Cell viability
The potential of the HSA-Gd-Rho NPs as contrast agents was
investigated in the transgenic mice with endogenously formed
hepatocellular carcinoma. The MR signal intensities in the major
organs, including liver, heart, brain, and kidneys were measured
prior to injection and at various time points as described previously [26]. The in vivo MRI contrast of HSA-Gd-Rho NPs was investigated in mice bearing the HCC, prior to injection and after
injection of NPs at a dose of 0.01 mmol Gd/kg b. w. As shown in
Fig. 8b, a strong MR signal intensity and a signiﬁcant contrast
enhancement (CE) compared to baseline were observed in the liver
(p < 0.01) and tumor (p < 0.05) at 15 min post-injection. In the animals treated with the HSA-Gd-Rho particles this contrast enhancement in the liver was still observable for up to 3 h post-injection

The cytotoxic effects of HSA-Gd-Rho and plain HSA nanoparticles on viability of the Huh-7 cells were assessed by MTT assay
[15]. The colorimetric assay MTT is one of the most commonly used
cell viability assays based on spectrophotometric measurement of
the reduction in tetrazolium salt, MTT (yellow) by mitochondrial
enzymes to form a formazan product (blue) which is directly
proportional to the number of living cells, since reduction in MTT
can only occur in metabolically active cells. The cells were treated
with the nanoparticles in the concentration range of 0–500 lg/ml
for 24, 48, and 72 h. The HSA nanoparticles did not exhibit any statistically signiﬁcant effects on the cell viability at concentrations
up to 500 lg/ml (Fig. 9). Similarly, a low cytotoxicity was observed
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Fig. 9. Viability of Huh-7 cells after treatment with unmodiﬁed HSA NPs and HSA-Gd-Rho NPs (80–500 lg/ml) at different times of incubation: 24, 48, and 72 h (MTT test).
The cells treated with PBS buffer were used as control.

for the Gd-loaded HSA NPs. The decrease in viability after incubation of the cells with the HSA-Gd NPs was less than 5% for the
nanoparticle concentration of 80 and 160 lg/ml and 12% for the
concentration of 500 lg/ml. The low cytotoxicity of Gd-loaded
NPs observed in this study is another evidence of the stability of
this carrier system, as well as their potential safety in an in vivo
application.
4. Conclusions
The HSA nanoparticles dual-labeled with covalently bound GdDTPA and rhodamine 123 exhibited considerable contrasting properties in the T1-weighted MRI providing the continuous enhancement of the signal intensity in the liver and improving the
detection of the orthotopic HCC nodules. As shown by the in vitro
experiments, the nanoparticles were readily taken up by Huh-7
hepatocellular carcinoma cells and displayed low cytotoxicity
due to negligible (<5%) release of Gd. Together with the applicability for MRI imaging and non-invasive monitoring of cell tracking by
ﬂuorescent microscopy, these results suggest that this carrier system has a potential as a promising diagnostic tool, both safe and
effective.
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